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Summers are a marina’s bread and butter, being the time for which we spend the other 9 months 

preparing and strategizing, crossing our fingers for good weather and low fuel prices. We are so 

happy that we have had both this year and the season has thus far been excellent. In reflecting, 

listening and watching all the hustle and bustle of my team and all the activity, I have come to 

realize what a truly great bunch of people I have working here. 

 

In my time here as GM I have worked hard and prided myself on being able to put together 

a team who not only loves their jobs and excels at them, but actually likes each other and treats 

one another like family. It makes me smile when I see them help each other, and me, on both 

professional and personal levels; they genuinely care about the outcome of the day for each one 

of their co-workers. They stick together and truly work as a team every step 

of the way; I am very proud of each of these individuals and feel very fortunate to have them be a 

part of the Foss Harbor team. The successes we have are celebrated together, as every member 

plays a role in that success. Just as critically, problems or challenges are worked through as a 

team, with each individual working to find solutions rather than simply assign blame.   

 

Ian Wilkinson is coming up on his 3 year anniversary this month as Marina Manager, though it seems 

like just yesterday that we had to lure him all the way from Texas. What a catch! Ian is one of the 

most dedicated individuals I have had the privilege of working with. He runs a tight ship downstairs 

and keeps the place humming right along. Our moorage occupancy is the highest it has been in                                           

5 years, good job! Also, many thanks to Melynda, our Moorage Consultant, who’s been here for 6 

years and keeps us all smiling and happy, always going the extra mile for customer service. Banner and 

Madi, our newest additions, have been an incredible asset coming to us mid-season and jumping off 

the "proverbial dock"; we can say they are both good swimmers and have done well at learning much 

in a short amount of time. Good job, gals! Scottie, our Operations Manager for the last 4 years, had 

his hands full for 8 months with construction and all the moving parts associated with that. We could 

not have done this without him, his background in construction proving to be most valuable at the 

most critical times. Thanks for keeping me calm as pilings almost fell on my head (He will be needing 

a long vacation here soon, I have a feeling)! Alan, our most tenured employee of over 10 years knows 

every nook, cranny, shut off valve and idiosyncrasy of this marina, always smiles and always willing to 

help with anything—so appreciated. Steve—what a gem—has been here a year longer then he 

probably wanted (though I did have to bribe him)and is another happy person with a positive outlook 

looking for life's next adventure. I have a feeling this little birdie will be flying south in the fall.  

Mailene, our accountant for 2 years now, keeps us all in line and does a fantastic job, proving to be a 

solid addition to our FHM family.   

 

As you come across these individuals in your marina community, give them a high 

five and a thank you. They strive for excellence every day to make this place the 

very best in the Puget Sound. Good job, team! 

 

Lori Natucci, General Manager 
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    First Mate’s Watch   

Just over three weeks ago, our country          

celebrated its 239th birthday - which also just so 

happens to be the biggest boating holiday of the 

year. Many of us were fortunate enough to spend 

the weekend out on the water, celebrating our 

independence while enjoying our favorite summer 

pastime. The vast majority of us did so safely and 

responsibly, without incident. Unfortunately for 

Robert and Vicki Brown, they weren’t so lucky.  
 

Shortly after the Ruston Waterfront 4th of July 

extravaganza “Freedom Fair” concluded with its 

annual fireworks finale, hundreds of boats pulled 

anchor and set off for several local marinas and 

the Point Defiance launch ramp. Some were    

judiciously piloted by responsible skippers, while 

others sped across Commencement Bay at full-

throttle, hoping to achieve the dubious honor of being the “First boat at the ramp”. The 17’ Hewes Craft owned by the Browns 

putted along at just over 10 miles per hour, as Robert was an experienced mariner who fully understood that arriving back at the 

dock 5 minutes faster wasn’t worth the risk to himself, his wife or his beloved fishing boat. Sadly, the Browns and their cautious   

approach were no match for the 23’ Wellcraft that blindsided them just minutes later. 44-year old vessel operator, Joshua Puckett, 

plowed into the small aluminum skiff at approximately 40 miles per hour, launching all four of the Wellcraft’s occupants into the   

water and sending Robert and Vicki Brown to the Intensive Care Unit with horrific life-threatening injuries, including a fractured face 

and Vicki Brown’s severed arm that was later amputated. Even more tragically, one of the Wellcraft passengers—47-year old      

Portland resident  Douglas Foster—was never found and is 

presumed dead. The most tragic detail of the entire      

incident is the fact that it was entirely preventable, as the 

offending skipper was later found to have been heavily   

impaired by alcohol at the scene.  
 

While we tend to keep our newsletter articles educational, 

informative and light-hearted, this tragic incident must 

serve as a haunting reminder of the damage operating a 

vessel under the influence can cause—both to the victims 

and the offending party. The Brown family, completely in-

nocent victims guilty of nothing other than being in the 

wrong place at the wrong time, will never be quite the 

same again.  I’d be willing to bet that the same could be said 

for Mr. Puckett, who has since been charged with three counts of watercraft assault and one count of watercraft homicide. Regard-

less of the outcome of the court proceedings, one man lost his life and two others were seriously injured and face a lifetime of physi-

cal and emotional recovery. All it would have taken is for one man to have said “No thanks, I’m the skipper tonight” and this assur-

edly would’ve never happened. Please drink responsibly and, most importantly, never operate a vessel under the influence.  
 

Ian Wilkinson, Marina Manager  
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This sunset photo was posted on social media just a couple of hours before their boat was 

blindsided by another vessel, sending them both to the ICU. 

The mangled remains of the 23’ Wellcraft, later found to be operated by a     

skipper heavily impaired by alcohol.  



Eelgrass? 

What is eelgrass, why is it important and what can you do to protect it? 

Well, to start, eelgrass is not seaweed; it is a grass. It establishes roots in muddy and sandy 

shallow sub tidal areas, such as the buoyed area just outside the Thea Foss Waterway in front 

of the tank farm. Eelgrass spreads via its roots, reaching further and further and growing new 

blades along the way. These blades can quickly create a dense forest providing shelter to many species, including young salmon, 

crab of all sorts, nudibranchs and herring. In the fall and winter, the blades die off and as they decay they create a valuable food 

source for small invertebrates. Those small critters in turn become an important food source for salmon, birds and other 

larger marine animals. Hopefully you can see there is a lifecycle completely dependent on eelgrass. Eelgrass also provides 

erosion control to a shore line, much the same way vegetation does for a hillside. 

So what can you do to help eelgrass perform its important role in Puget Sound’s ecosystem? Anchoring and dredging are the 

two most destructive actions for eelgrass beds. Pay attention when anchoring to posted signs or buoys that delineate “do not 

anchor” areas. If you are dropping a crab or shrimp pot in an area with eelgrass, make sure you pull it straight up instead of 

dragging it. Together, we can ensure that this important habitat can continue to recover and develop in our Salish Sea waters. 

 

CHB FUN FACTS! Did you know that Puget Sound covers 1.6 

million acres and has 2,500 miles of shoreline? That's the size of 
2,280 Point Defiance Parks!  

 

Did you know that Puget 

Sound is four times more 

productive than the ocean 

at producing plankton? 

These tiny sea creatures 

are the foundation of the 

natural food web here! 

Photo by Charles Krebs 

 

Foss Harbor has a book lending library 
as well as monthly copies of popular      
publications such as NW Yachting,       
48 North and various restaurant menus 

to peruse. Come on up 
to the lounge, sit, relax, watch a 

movie, take a book, leave a book.               
 

By Tarin Todd 
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 United States Coast Guard Auxiliary 

Flotilla 130-03-03 Tacoma 

 

Hi! Well, today we are going to unravel the mysteries of when and where Visual Distress Signals are required,  

although they are highly recommended in all areas. There are certain 

areas in which their use is required and areas where they are not. The 

Coast Guard describes open water as “anywhere that the water opening 

is more than 2 miles”. Washington State requested a better description of 

where they are required and here is what the U.S. Coast Guard 

responded with. 

 

Here is the physical description as given: 

 

Although the USCG is not issuing citations for insufficient VDSs, 

carrying VDSs on board is highly recommended in these areas: from the 

northernmost tip of West Point on Whidbey Island, a line 274 

degrees true to position 48-25.40N/123-06.85W on the U.S./Canada 

border; then along the U.S./Canada border to position 48-

46.00N/123-00.50W; then a line 49 degrees true to Alden Point Light 

(Patos Island); then a line 91 degrees true to the western tip of Sandy 

Point; then along the eastern shoreline to include all of Puget Sound 

and those waters connected to it which lie south of a line from Point 

Wilson to Admiralty Head. 
 

Now wasn't that fun? We have taken that jargon and mapped it out on the graphic for you. Basically all the island area 

and waters down the sound to Olympia and the Hood Canal are recommended areas only. Navigation anywhere 

outside the blue lines requires having signal flares onboard. So when you hit Port Townsend and head west you 

will need to carry those pesky flares that expire. We hope this 

Pets On The Poop Deck 
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This is TimTim the sailing dog. He loves 

being aboard S/V Moondance even though 

he was a rescue from the desert side of 

Washington. He also loves barking at   

seagulls and eating barnacles off of pilings 

and is so talented he can help me make 

beer selections when we 

are out.  He doesn’t like 

rain or the 4th of July. 

Do you have a pet on your poop 

deck?  Send a photo of your four 

legged family member to 

melynda@fossharbor.com! 

- Jim McGinley 



 
 

                 MOVIE NIGHT POTLUCK 
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  Foss Photo of the Month 

View of the Marina and 
Downtown Tacoma taken 
from the tippy top of the 

Murray-Morgan Bridge by 
City of Tacoma employee Tom 

Carroll. 

 City Club Gala~ 2015 
Thursday, August 6th 

Foss Waterway Seaport 

5:00pm - 7:00pm 
Special Guest 

Congressman Derek Kilmer 

 

You're invited to spend an evening to support 

City Club of Tacoma, while sipping                            

complimentary glasses of Washington State 

wines, enjoying delicious hors d'oeuvres, looking 

at the silent auction items and all the while being 

surrounded by the smooth tones of Jay Thomas 

Live jazz. Sure to be one of the events of the 

summer on the Foss!  
705 Dock St, Tacoma, WA 98402   

For more info, please call (253) 272-2750 

Be here on August 22nd, summer’s last movie night. We will 
have 3 movies ready for you to vote on via Facebook before-
hand, so keep your eyes peeled! Bring your yummy treats and 
cocktails to the picnic area at 8pm and be prepared for the magic 
of our 12’ inflatable movie screen, acoustic monitors, fresh 

popped corn and fabulous company. See you there! 

You there! Yes you, reading this. Do you have a fun, 

beautiful, unusual or amazing photo of the marina or 

waterway?  We would like to hear from YOU!  Send 

submissions to 

melynda@fossharbor.com 

If you have a storage facility 

at Foss Harbor Marina and 

have a bit of room for my 

10’ kayak, Please give me a 

call. My car is too small to 

carry it down to the marina 

so I’m looking for storage 

during the winter months.  

Thanks, 

Connie, 253-926-2440 (day 

phone) 

If you have a classified to post, for 

sale or wanted, please submit to 

Melynda@fossharbor.com                           

It’s FREE! 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Staying Cool Aboard By Carolyn Shearlock  
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Great solutions for keeping the air flowing in and out of your boat this summer.  

 

Por t  V i sor s  

For those of us in rainy areas, Port Visors allow us to keep ports open in all but the nastiest 

squalls. Admittedly, in nice conditions they may block a little airflow, so you have to balance how 

often they'll improve ventilation versus how often they'll restrict it. Port Visors are made of UV-

resistant Lexan (it's practically unbreakable) and come in a variety of shapes and sizes. There's no 

metal to rust, and because they attach fairly easily with adhesive, there are no screw holes that 

have to be sealed. They're permanent, and they're tough enough that lines slide off them. Another 

advantage is that they have a bronze tint that provides some shade — it's sort of like wearing 

sunglasses. They won't block all splashes, so you'll still need to close your ports in most conditions 

while the boat is underway. $33–$50 | www.seaworthygoods.com 

S imp le  Exhau s t  F an  

An exhaust fan is a wonderful thing in a galley or head, but most are through-deck, not very 

efficient, and not safe for offshore journeys. The Basic Port Fan is cheaper, quieter, requires 

virtually no installation, and can be put away in bad weather. It requires only about 6 amp-

hours per day on low when running full-time, and it's rated for 70,000 hours — that's almost 

eight years of continuous use. This fan moves about four times as much air as a computer fan, 

and it can be positioned to pull in air from the outside or exhaust the interior. At five inches 

square, several can be mounted around the boat for good cross-ventilation. Position the fan 

using bungee cords or hook-and-eye fasteners, then run the 6-foot cord to a cigarette lighter or 

12-volt plug, or hardwire it. There's no hole in the boat to leak! Contact the company for a permanently installed version, not shown 

on its website. $50–$55 (a deluxe version is $65) |www.svhotwire.com 

Breeze  Boos ter  

Don't have a halyard for a traditional wind scoop? The Breeze Booster is a great 

freestanding wind scoop for any boat with a hatch and no nearby halyard. These are one-

direction breeze catchers that are so easy to reposition that it can be done from inside the 

boat. The same goes for dousing them in a squall. Breeze Boosters use fiberglass rods and 

a tensioning cord, so there's nothing to permanently install, and they close to the size of a 

large umbrella for storage. They come in three sizes and six colors and can be turned in 

any direction but will be most effective when the hatch isn't partially blocking the wind. 

Breeze Boosters can't be used with existing hatch screens, so the company offers an 

optional screen that fits over the whole scoop and keeps out no-see-ums, mosquitoes, and 

swarming bees. $61–$77 | www.breezebooster.com 

Drone to visit Foss Harbor August 15th! 
Foss Harbor Marina tenants, we are working with a local       

marketing agency to put together a great new video of the     

marina that shows off the new docks, esplanade and our     

awesome downtown location. As a result, you may periodically 

see a small overhead camera drone buzzing about getting 

some nice aerial shots of the waterway. Rest assured that the 

marina has authorized the activity simply for marketing         

purposes; it's not the government spying on you!  

http://www.seaworthygoods.com/
http://www.svhotwire.com/

